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CHAPTER 7 
Social Identity and Access to 
Natural Resources: 
Ethnicity and Regionalism from a 
Maritime Perspective 

Dedi S. Adhuri 

Introduction: The Sea, the Imagined Bridge 

T he political ideology of the sea in Indonesia is embedded in the 
concept of Wawasan Nusantara (the archipelagic principle). The 

essence of Wawasan Nusantara is the "oneness" of Indonesia in terms of 
territory ( wilayah), nationhood (hangsa), goal and spirit of struggle (tujuan 
dan tekad per}uangan), the law (hukum), socio-cultural attributes (sosial
budaya), the economy (ek.onomi), and defense and security (Hankam).' 
The territorial "oneness" of Indonesia assumes that the many islands 
(land), sea (water) and the atmosphere (air) are a single integrated entity.• 
Thus, the sea is not considered as dividing the islands of Indonesia; on 
the contrary, the sea is believed to unite all the Indonesian islands and the 
people living on them. In Indonesia, this ideology is commonly expressed 
by the proverbs that "/aut adalah perekat k.epulauan Indonesia" (the sea is 
the substance that binds the Indonesian archipelago) and "/aut adalah 
jembatan yang menghuhungk.an pulau dan penduduk yang menempatinya 
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di se/uruh Indonesia" (the sea is a bridge connecting all the islands and 
people of Indonesia). 

If we look at marine fishery policies in Indonesia, it appears that 
these concepts have been adopted literally; as a bridge for all Indonesians, 
the sea is "free for all people" to use. In doing so, the government 
detaches the sea from all, or any individual, social groups in Indonesia. 
The Indonesian Constitution of 1945, Article 33 (J),J states that "Bumi, 
air, angkma, dan kekayaan a/am yang tekandung di dalamnya dikuasai o/eh 
negara dan dipergunakan untuk sebesar-besarnya kemakmuran rakyat" (the 
land, water, air and the natural wealth therein are under state control 
and to be used for the betterment of peoples' welfare). As a result, unlike 
other resources such as forests and minerals-where the government 
splits the resource rights into units and distributes them to people or 
institutions-the sea is treated as indivisablc. Again, unlike the rights to 
manage forests in Indonesia (Hak PengriJahaan Hutan), which are given to 
a particular institution (company or cooperative) to the exclusion of other 
institutions for a particular area, many fishermen or fishing companies 
may hold the licence to fish for the same resource in the same zone. In 
short, this means that those who live in the western limits of Indonesia's 
territorial boundaries may fish anywhere, including in the waters of the 
eastern edge of the archipelago alongside people from different places 
and cultural backgrounds. 

There arc, of course, ta.xcs to be paid and procedures to follow but 
these are only based on the fishing technology used. The Ministry of 
Agriculture Decree No. J:z/1999, for example, stipulates that those who 
use "traditional" technology are free to fish wherever they like but they are 
given exclusive rights in Zone I (minimum low tide up to six miles); those 
who use middle-range technology can only fish in Zone II (outside Zone 
I, up to IZ miles); and those who use high-tech or modem technology 
are only allowed to fish outside both zones (see Table 7.1). 

Is this ideology, and the marine resource management practices which 
derive from it, adhered to by the fishermen themselves? Do local people 
perceive the sea in the same way as the Indonesian government? What 
do fishermen think when they enter fishing zones, extract resources or 
prohibit others from doing so? In the following sections, I will discuss 
cases of conflicts over fishing grounds, which will shed some light on 
these issues. 



TABLE 7.1 
Ministry of Agrimlture D~cree No. J9Vf999 on Marine Zoning for Fisheries 

Zone 

Zone I 
Minimum 
low tide 
(- 6 miles) 

Zone II 
Outside 
Zone I 
(-rz. miles) 

Zone 111 
Outside 
Zone II 
(to the 
outer line 
of EEZ) 

Sub-1:one 

Minimum low 
tide -3 miles 

>J-6 miles 

No sub-division 

No sub-division 

AUowed Fishing Bout and Geur 

Stationary fishing gear 
Non-modified non-stationary fishing gear 
Un-motorised boat with max. ro m length 

Modified non-stationary gear 
Un-motorised or outboard engine:, max. 10 m 
long 
Outboard or inboard engine with max. rz m 
long or less than 5 GT (gross tons) 
Purse seine ma.x. 1 50 m 
Drift gill net ma.x. r ,ooo m Ion 

Vessel of maximum 6o GT 
Vessel with purse seine ma.x. 6oo m operated 
from single vessel or max. roo m operated by 
two vessels 
Tuna long line max. r,zoo hooks 
Drift gill net max. z,500 m long 

Indonesian vessels max. zoo GT, with the 
exception of all vessels using purse seine for 
large pelagic fisheries that are forbidden to 
operate in Teluk Tomini Bay, i'VIaluku Sea, 
Scram Sea, Banda Sea, Flores Sea and Sawu 
Sc-.~.. 

Indonesian EEZ in Strait of Melaka is open 
for maximum zoo GT Indonesian vessels, with 
exception of minimum 6o GT boat using fish 
net 
EEZ outside of Strait of Mclaka is open for: 

Indonesian or foreign vessels of max. 350 GT 
of all gear types: 
Vessels >Jso-8oo GT using purse seine are 
only allowed to operate beyond roo miles from 
Indonesian coastal line; 
Purse seines operating in group are only 
allowed to operate beyond roo miles from the 
outer coastline of Indonesia archipelago 
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FIGURE 7.1 
The Kti Islands 

KEI 
ARCHIPELAGO 

Ethnicity and Access to Fishing Grounds 
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Conflicts over fishing grounds in the Kci Islands, southeastern Maluku, 
as in other parts of Indonesia, are not a new phenomenon. Local people 
remember conflicts over sea boundaries and resources taking place since 
the 1930S. The causes and the consequences of these conflicts are various. 
The cases that I am going to discuss arc recent examples of conflicts that 
demonstrate the role of ethnicity in access to fishing grounds. 

The first incident was a fisheries conflict in the village of Sathcan on 
Kei Kecil Island (see Figure 7.1 ). This village consists of two hamlets (oho1) 
called Ohoisaran and Ohoislam. Ohoisaran is twice as big as Ohoislam: in 
1993 when the combined population of Sathean was around r,soo, almost 
1 ,ooo lived at Ohoisaran. As well as being unequal in size, there were 
important differences between the two hamlets: those in Ohoisaran were 
Christian, while the people in Ohoislam were all Muslim. In Ohoisaran, 
most people were farmers; a few occasionally went fishing for subsistence 
purposes. In contrast, the majority of Ohoislam's adult males spent most 
of their time fishing and only farmed in their spare time. Some adult 
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females in Ohoislam also sold the fish caught by their husbands, brothers 
or relatives in the village or at the market. 

Conflict between the people of these two hamlets occurred in 196-4-
when a Ohoislam fisherman began using a lift-net in Sathean's shared sea 
territory. Those from Ohoisaran, subsistence fishers who used lines or gill 
nets, protested that the Ohoislam fisherman's lift-net would give him the 
unfair advantage of a bigger catch. In response to the protests, the Ohoislam 
fisherman stopped operating his lift-net, thus avoiding further conflict. 

A new conflict broke out twenty years later, in 1984. Again, this 
conflict was triggered by the adoption of lift-net technology by a fisherman 
at Ohoislam. Interestingly, the conflict was resolved differently on this 
occasion. In this conflict, the people of Ohoisaran allowed the fisherman 
to continue operating his lift-net with two conditions. First, he and other 
Ohoislam fishermen who used lift-nets had to pay a special ta.'< (ngast) to 
the village. Secondly, they were prohibited from setting their lift-nets in 
the area where the people of Ohoisaran traditionally fished. • The second 
condition was followed by the division of Sathean's sea territory into two 
sections: one section exclusively tor Ohoisaran people and another section 
accessible to both. 

In terms of traditional sea ownershlp, the people of Ohoisaran, who 
formed the majority in Sathean, considered the fishermen of Ohoislam 
to be a minority of "outsiders" who were not allowed to fish in the 
village territory without their consent. To put it differently, the people 
of Ohoisaran thought that the people of Ohoislam did not have the 
same rights over the village's traditional sea territory and resources. Their 
claims were based on the village's origin myth, which narrates that Sathean 
was established by the ancestors of the people of Ohoisaran. Thus, the 
Ohoisaran villagers considered themselves to be the founders of Sathean, 
and used this as a source of legitimacy to lay claim to ownership of the 
land and the surrounding sea. On the other hand, the people of Ohoislam 
were said to be the descendants of a Buginese man who had married a 
Sathean woman. Since the local kinship system is patrilineal, they were not 
considered to be part of the original social group. In fact, the people of 
Ohoisaran identified the population of Ohoislam as "Buginese". However, 
since the people of Ohoislam had adopted the family name of an origin kin 
group, the Y arnlean, which indicated their willingness to be associated with 
the founder kin-group of the village, they were also considered Yamlean 
Tempel (attached to the Yamle:m). As such, they were not considered 
complete outsiders. 
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It is clear trom an assessment of this conflict that it was not only 
technology which constrained the people of Ohoislam from accessing the 
sea territory of the village, it was their "otherness", from the perspective 
of the Ohoisaran people. Furthermore, the parameter of this otherness 
was not locality or biological connections but it was a cultural parameter, 
namely ethnicity. In terms of locality, the people of Ohoislarn had lived 
in the village for generations. Biologically, they also shared the same blood 
with the people of Ohoisaran through a Sathenn woman. Yet, in terms 
of ethnicity, they were, as people of Ohoisaran address them, "Buginese". 
This is the reason that they were excluded from accessing marine resources. 
It was only with permission from the origin group, which was bought by 
paying the ngasi, that these "outsiders" were allowed to enter and make 
use of the village's sea territory. 

The second conflict occurred bet\Veen Dullah Laut villagers and 
Butonese fishermen in the second half of 1997. Again, the conflict was 
triggered by a fisherman who was using a lift-net, this time in Dullah 
Laut's sea territory {see Figure 7.1). Dullah Laut villagers knew that the 
owner of the lift-net must have been an "outsider" because none of them 
were using this technology. After some investigation, they discovered that 
the owner was a Butonese man who was married to a woman from Ut 
Island in the Kei archipelago (Figure 7.1). Initially, although he had entered 
their sea territory without requesting permission, Dullah Laut villagers did 
not take harsh measures against the lift-net fisherman because he was 

associated with the people of Ut Island, whom they respected. Dullah 
Laut villagers recount that the ancestors of the Ut islanders had once 
assisted their ancestors in a time of war. This respect was expressed by 
allowing them to do some fishing in Dullah Laut's sea territory. However, 
when an increasing number of lift-net fishermen-most of whom had 
nothing to do with the Ut islanders but were Butonese compatriots of the 
first operatol.'-'entered their fishing ground, Dullah Laut villagers reacted 
firmly. They raided the lift-net fishing boats, forcing them out of the 
Dullah Laut fishing grounds; the Butonese fishermen did not return. 

A third case concerns a conflict between Madurese and local fishermen 
in Perigi, on the south coast of East Java. The conflict, which took place 
in 2000, was provoked by the use of kerosene lamps (petromaks) by the 
Madurese fishermen while they were fishing. Tltis was considered to be 
a threat to the catch of local fishermen because, although they used the 
same fishing technology (but without the petromtlks), the light of the lamps 
attracted more fish to the Madurese boats and reduced the catch of the 
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Perigi fishermen. For this reason, the latter protested against the use of 
petromal.:.r, but the Madurese resisted. Locals responded by burning four of 
the six Madurese fishing boats, destroying the Madurese huts and driving 
the Madurese themselves from the area. When I did my fieldwork in early 
2002, none of these Madurese fishermen had returned to Pcrigi. 

My reading of this last conflict is as follows. Unlike in the Kei 
Islands where the coastal area is communally owned, in Java, normatively, 
the sea is "free tor all". Therefore, fishermen working in the area came 
from different places and ethnic groups. Even so, however, non-locals 
were differentiated from local fishermen. The former were called nelayan 
andong {visiting fishermen). Interestingly, at least from the perspective of 
the locals, this category also reflects the different rights and obligations 
of each in relation to the sea as well as modes of conduct in daily life. In 
relation to the sea, the andong fishermen were not to use fishing technology 
that might disturb or disadvantage the operations of the locals. The locals 
also thought that, as guests of the local community, the nelayan andong 
should behave in accordance to local norms. 

Untorrunately, the Madurese fishermen had breached these rules. The 
first mistake was their use of kerosene lamps. The second mistake was 
something to do with the "character" and behaviour of the Madurcse. 
Local fishermen judged the Madurese to be violent: they were said to be 
easily provoked to arguments and physical violence, which often involved 
the traditional Madurese weapon (durit). According to local people, this 
contrasted with the Javanese who were humble and tended to avoid 
conflict. The Madurese were also disliked because they were considered 
to be ill-mannered (tidak. sopan). They walked from the coast to their 
huts-approximately 300 to 400 metres, passing through public spaces 
such as the market, and in front of offices and hotels-dad only in their 
underwear. Again, according to the local norms, this was not acceptable. 

These conflicts clearly show how local people manipulate local and 
non-local identities in order to control maritime resources or exclude others 
from access to resources. In this regard, cthnicity is used to define "non
localncss" or "otherness". This was obvious when the people of Ohoisaran 
called the Ohoislam fishermen "Bugincse" or, "half Bugincse"; the Dullah 
Laut villagers addressed the lift-net fishermen as Butonese; and the Perigi 
fishermen labelled those who used petromaks as "Madurese". These ethnic 
groups were defined as non-local, and were then excluded from accessing 
local marine resources. It is also apparent that technological differences or 
the usc of new types of fishing gear precipitated the ethnic labelling. 
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Regionalism and the Politics of Exclusion 

Fisheries-based disputes in Indonesia have continued during the era of 
decentralisation. Since 2ooo, many serious conflicts over fisheries have 
occurred across the archipelago, including in North Sumatra, Bengkulu, 
Lampung, Java, Madura and Pontianak in Kalimantan. These conflicts 
have not only caused the loss of many boats and much fishing gear but 
also many lives. 

From the accounts of conflicts that I have compiled, it is apparent that 
the politics of exclusion plays an important role in fishing disputes (Table 
7.2). The two grounds for exclusion involve fishing ground violations, 
and technological differences (that is, in fishing gear and methods and/ 
or technology). Fishing ground violations refer to the operations of 
"outside" fishermen in a fishing ground claimed to be under the control 
of a particular local group. Unlike the three c;\ses that I discussed in the 
previous section (where ethnicity was used to define otherness)-in many 
cases the boundaries of the fishing ground and the "otherness" now derive 
from official Indonesian government definitions. Thus, all the conflicts 
recorded in Table 7.2 relate more to the desa (village), kecamatan (sub
district), kabupaten (district) or provinsi (province) rather than ethnicity 
or other "traditional" boundaries. For e.'Cample, the burning of four 
purse seines belonging to Indramayu and Cirebon fishermen in Serang 
(Table 7.2, no. 9), shows that the Serang fishermen used the provincial 
boundaries as a basis for accusing those from Indramayu and Cirebon of 
violating their sea boundaries. The same explanation may be applied to 
the conflict between Cilacap (Central Java) and Pangandaran (West Java) 
fishermen (no. s), and between Bengkulu and North Sumatra and South 
Kalimantan fishermt:n (no. 10). Other cases, however, show that conflicts 
can be more complex. Conflicts between fishermen from the northern 
coast of Java and Masalembo (no. 1, ::! and 8) dt:monstrate that disputing 
parties are not always synonymous with administrative units. In these 
disputes, the fishermen from several different districts in the northern 
coast of Java acted in concert against fishermen from Masalt:mbo, who 
were from a single district. 

The second issue, technological violation, refers to the use of "illegal" 
technology in a particular fishing ground. Illegality could be defined by 
literal interpretation of government regulations or by perceived wrongdoing. 
For example, since the use of trawl fishing \vas banned according to a 
presidential decree in 1980, protests against trawler operations provide 
an example of a legally based dispute over technological violations 



TABLE 7.2 
Some Conflicts between Fishmnm in Indonesia (2000-2) 

No. Incident Issues Location Time Source 

t. The burning of six boats, Fishing ground and technological Masalc:mho, Early R~Jmblika, 13 

hostage-taking, torrure of Pati violations (the use of lamp) East Java 2000 Nov. 2000 

and Tegal (Central Javanese) 
fishermen by l\lasalembo 
fishermen 

l. The burning of one fishing Fishing ground violation :Masalcmbo, Nov. 2000 Rakyat Mtrdtl::a, 
boat belonging to Central East Ja\'a 17 Nov. 2000 

Javanese fishermen by 
Masalcmbo fishermen 

3· Jakarta fishermen protest Trawl operation in traditional Jakana Aug. 2001 Kompas, 
against non-local trawl fishing zone tJ Aug. 2001 

operation in traditional fishing 
zone 

... Physical fight between The operation of police owned Demak, Jan. 2002 Kompas, 
fishermen from Wedung and mini-trawlers assisted by Bonang Central Java 12 Jan. 2002 

Bonang sub-districts, Demak fishermen 
district 

5· The arrest and hostage-taking Fishing ground and technological Pangandaran, Feb. 2002 Kompas, 23 & 
of eight Cilacap (Celltral Java) violations (the use of paJang net) West Java 27 Feb. 2oo.z 

fishermen by Pangandaran 
(\¥est Java) fishermen 
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TABLE 7.2 (Co11t'd) 

No. Incident Issues Location Time Source 

6. Confiscation of 16 mini-trawler The usc of mini-trawlers considered Gresik, East Mar. 2.002 Kompas, 
boats owned by Panciran sub- ecologically destructive and reduced Java 12. Mar. 2002 

district, Lamongan district and the local fishermen's catch. 
Paceng sub-districts, Gresik (Note: the conflict was settled by 
district by traditional fishermen an agreement that: 
from Ujung Pangakah sub- I. Operation of mini-trawler was 
district prohibited within JO fathoms 

depth. 

2. Fishermen from Ujung Pangakah 
have the right to arrest those 
who violate this rule. 

3· Violation is pubished by the 
bunung of the boat.) 

7· The burning of eight mini- The Sampit boat owners did not Pontianak, Mar. 2.002 Kompas, 2.1 

trawl boats belonging to Sampit pay the fine of three million rupiah West Mar. 2.002 

village (1\·latan Hilir Utara sub- to fishermen from Sukabaru as a Kalimantan 
district) fishermen by fishermen consequence of the fishing ground 
from Suk:lbaru village, violation 
Matanlulir Selatan sub-district 

8. Madurese Karimunjawa Fishing ground violation Brebcs Apr. 2002 Kompas, 
fishermen taken hostage by and Tegal, 18 Apr. 2.002 

locals Central Java 

( Cont'd ov~rl~af) 



TABLE 7.2 (Conril) 

No. 

9· 

10. 

11. 

Incident 

The burning of four purse 
seine boats owned by fishermen 
from lndramayu and Cirebon 
districts (West Java), by locals 

The burning of a trawl boat 
and protest by traditional 
Bengkulu fishermen over the 
usc of trawl and purse seine 
owned by fishermen originating 
from North Sumatra and South 
Sulawesi 

Protest by traditional fishermen 
in North Sumatra 

Issues 

Fishing ground and technological 
violations 

The use of trawl and purse seine 
in the zone for traditional fishing 
teclmologies 
(Note: It had been an agreement 
between purse seine fishermen and 
locals that the purse seine fishermen 
give 100 kg of their catch/trip to 
the locals. The loc:~ls contested 
this agreement. A new agreement 
was proposed that half or more 
fishermen working on a purse seine 
boar should be local fishermen.) 

Trawl operation in the zone for 
traditional fishing 
R~:sistance to the government's plan 
to legalise trawl operations 

Location 

Serang, West 
Java 

Bengkulu 

Mcdan, 
North 
Sumatera 

Time 

May 2002 

July 2002 

Sept. 2001 

Source 

Kompas, 
21 May 2002 

Kompa1, 
II) July 2002 

Kompm, 
17 S~:pt. :zoo2 

Sourcn: Kompa1, "NelayanJakarta Prates Kehadiran Kapal 'Trawl'", 13 Aug. :zoos; "Bunrut Bentrokan Ndayan: 2.500 Nc:layan Demak tidak 
Berani 1\lclaur", 12 Jan. 2002; "HNSI Cilacap: Penyanderaan, Bisa Picu Konffik antar Nelay.m", 23 Feb. 2002; "Bunru, Pcrtemuan HNSI 
Cilacap-Ciamis", 27 Feb. 2002; "Nclayan Ujung Pangkah l\lcnyita 16 Pcrahu Pcngguna '1\lini-Trawl"', 12 Mar. :zooz; "Nelayan Kerapang 
Bakar Delapan Kapal Trawl"; 21 Mar. 2001; "Kerawanan Laut Meningkat", 21 May zoo2; "Konflik Nelayan di l\lusim Paccklik", 19 July 
:zooz; "Nclay.m Tradisional Sumut Tolak Pukat Harimau", 17 Sept. 2002. Republihl, "Hari ini Nclayan Panrura akan Demo di Jakarta", 
13 Nov. :zooo. 

.j 
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(nos. J, 4, 6, 7, 10). Some cases also show that such technological violations 
arc defined by differences between local and non-local fishing technologies. 
The usc of more advanced technologies by outsiders was often considered 
"illegal". Thus, in Bengkulu local fishermen protested against the use of 
a purse seine (no. 10). Masalembo fishermen burned six Central Javanese 
fishing boats because the fishermen were using lamps while fishing. The 
more advanced technologies was believed to unfairly increase the outsider's 
catch at the expense of local fishermen. 

Research conducted by the Maritime Study Groups found that similar 
conflicts continue. lndrawasih, vVahyono and Adhuri reported that conflict 
between muro-ami fishermen versus line and nets operators broke out in 
Belitung in .ZOOJ-4·· In the same period, conflict also occurred between 
gaek (purse seine) and payang (bag seine) operators in Sungai Liat on 
Bangka Island.' Similarly, in Kepulauan Riau, the use of mini-trawlers 
in the waters around Numbing Island provoked conflict with line users.8 

The usc of mini-trawlers also resulted in the burning of fishing gear and 
physical confrontation between some fishermen in Lembar and Sekotong 
Barat districts on Mataram Island, East Nusa Tenggara, in 2004.9 

Like the earlier conflicts, those reported by the Maritime Study Group 
which broke out between .zooJ-(1 involved not only the issue of fishing 
gear but also the identity of the fishermen. In all the above conflicts, the 
aggravating parties were outsiders. The resentments which led to these 
conflicts arose because locals considered that the outsiders had encroached 
their waters and maritime resources using superior technolot:.ries, hence 
threatening their fishing harvests and jeopardising their livelihoods, usually 
by flooding local markets with their catch. 

Evidently, these conflicts reveal that people associate technological 
differences with perceptions of local and non-local. All the conflicts 
caused by technological violations mentioned above show that those who 
controlled more advanced technologies were not locals but were fishermen 
from somewhere else, that is, other regions. Furthermore, the proposal 
of fishermen in Bengkulu that the locals might allow the purse seines 
to operate in their territory if half or more of the operators were local 
(Table 7.2, no. 10), indicates that the problem relates to the issue of who 
has better access to, and hence control over, the resource. The proposal 
obviously represented the interests of locals; unless locals controlled the 
resources, other fishermen would not be allowed to use superior technology. 
This also implies that the outsiders were not supposed to harvest more 
fish than the locals. 
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All these cases indicate a high level of regional identification in the 
maritime world of Indonesia. Regionalism provides fishermen with the 
basis for strong associations with local marine resources. Such associations 
enable locals to prohibit fishermen from other regions from making usc 
of particular marine resources or, at least, of restricting access to those 
resources. 

Ethnicity, Regionalism and Marine Resource 
Management 

The ideology that "the sea is a bridge for all Indonesians", is still actively 
used by the government to understand the problems facing marine fisheries. 
Thus, the Department of Marine Affairs and fisheries perceives that 
the core issues in the above conflicts are based on differences in fishing 
technology or a misinterpretation of the Law of Autonomy (221'1999).•• 

Indonesian officials categorise fishermen according to the technology 
they use: traditional, medium scale and modem. Beyond that, in accord 
with state ideology, they arc all Indonesians. fisheries officials also consider 
the association of cthnicity or regionalism in conflicts over sea resources 
as a reflection of misinterpretations of the Law of Regional Autonomy 
by local fishermen. The law" stipulates that provincial territory covers 
land and sea as tar as twelve miles from the coastline toward the open 
sea (Article 3); the authority to manage the first third of a province's 
sea territory is in the hands of the district government (Article 10). 
Department of Marine Affairs and Fisheries officials have argued that the 
Law of Regional Autonomy has been misunderstood by local fishermen as 
the right to exclude from their sea territory fishermen from other ethnic 
groups or regions. 

Officials propose that maritime conflicts resulting from technological 
discrepancies could be resolved both by assisting fishermen using traditional 
methods and gear to adopt more modern technology" and by enforcement 
of zoning systcms.'3 They argue that, once the government declares that 
only a particular type of fishing technology can be used in a zone, conflicts 
amongst fishermen in that area would cease. Similarly, the government 
could overcome misunderstandings by promoting the "proper" meaning 
of the Law of Regional Autonomy. 

There are several problems here. First, despite a record of failure, 
fisheries officials are still using a legalistic and formal approach towards 
understanding and mitigating marine resource conflicts. The fact that some 
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of the conflicts were triggered by the usc of trawlers is clear evidence of 
the failure of relying on legislation to prevent conflict. The banning of 
trawlers in 1980'~ as well as fisheries 7.oning regulations passed since 1976 
and 1999, have not stopped disputes trom occurring. 

Briefly, the failure of this regulatory approach stems from the 
following: 

Inconsistencies in the Indonesian government's fisheries policy, such 
as the Marine Affairs and Fisheries Ministry's poli~.o}' of allowing trawlers to 
operate in West Kalimantan'S without lifting the 1980 presidential decree. 

The regulations not reflecting real resource management issues on the 
land or at sea; for instance, they are aimed only at preventing conflicts 
between fishing operations of different scale but not those between users of 
the same small boats and traditional technology. Social identity is another 
issue missing in the regulations. 

The inability to effectively implement or enforce these regulations; 
there is a lack of sufficient personnel to help implement these laws as well 
as a lack of coordination between the various agencies supposed to enforce 
the regulations. '6 I will come back shortly to this point. 

The second crucial issue is that the current approach ignores the 
perceptions of those acn1ally involved in the disputes. Since the perspective 
of the government is different from that of the fishermen, the government 
has no option other than to usc irs "powers" to make the people comply. Yet, 
it has little ability to do so. It was widespread distrust of the government 
that contributed to the collapse of the Suharto regime in 1998. Despite 
hopes of a more trustworthy government replacing the authoritarian New 
Order, I do not think that perceptions about the capacity of those in power 
to act in the interests of the people have much improved. Indeed, within 
the last eight years, there have been many examples of individuals taking 
the law into their own hands. 

Third, the current approach shows that the central government still 
considers itself the only legitimate agency for issuing fisheries policy; it 
still advocates a centralised marine resource management system. Yet, 
many studies have shown that such centralised resource management 
suffers from several weaknesses, including: the state's limited ability to 
provide the human and financial resources needed to collect and analyse 
data on the condition of the resource; limited capacity to develop effective 
policies and regulations and to monitor and enforce them; subordination of 
environmental concerns to p;lrticular state economic and political interests; 
and resistance from resource users due to a lack of trust between local 
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communities and state authorities.'' These shortcomings make it difficult 
to believe that governments, particularly those in many Third World 
countries, can be expected to develop sustainable, effective and socially 
just resource management systems. 

In saying that, I do not mean either that the current use of "ethno
claims" or regional identity during fisheries disputes is appropriate. Almost 
all such fisheries conflicts have ended in violence. We might also question 
whether the politics of e.xclusion as practiced by locals using either "ethno
daims" or regionalism was driven by an awareness of the sustainability of 
marine resources. It appears instead that economic reasons stimulated locals 
to exclude others from extracting marine resources from their sea territory. 
Such disagreements can occur even where the fishery is controlled by the 
local community, under a community-based marine resource management 
system. 

Analysis of the conflicts presented in this chapter suggest that there 
are three important issues to be considered in terms of moving towards 
a sustainable and socially just marine resource management system in 
Indonesia. The first issue is the presence of various vat,rue or confusing 
claims over the sea and marine resources. Clearly defined tenure is an 
essential element of good resource management. Although there is no 
consensus on which property rights regime can universally achieve 
sust;tinable and socially just management, it is believed that resources that 
do not belong to anybody (or, do not cle;uly belong to any p;uticular group} 
are doomed to be ovcre.xploited.'8 Thus, the existence of dear tenure over 
a particular resource area is a prerequisite for better management of that 
resource. •q 

The second issue is that these conflicts also involved legitimate 
concerns of social justice and the distribution of resources.'" I believe that 
these two issues arc enough reason for the Indonesian government to 
take into account local capacity and interest in crafting and implementing 
marine resource management regimes that are sustainable and fair. This 
does not mean, however, that we should totally abolish the ideology that 
the sea is a "bridge" for ;ill Indonesians but, since a particular sea territory 
is closer to a particular community, it might be better to promote local 
agency in maintaining that "bridge". In return, their interest in relation to 
making use of that "bridge" could be given priority. 

Some fisheries conflicts have given rise to co-management practices, 
where resource users and government share some rights and responsibility 
to manage the resources." Co-management is considered an improvement 
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on centralised management. The conflict and subsequent mitigation 
processes in Sungai Liat on Bangka Island is a case in point. The dispute 
w.1s triggered by the operation of a gaek (purse seine supplemented with 
powerful lights) by outsiders in Sungai Liat's waters. This was opposed 
by locals, who fished with payang (a bag seine net supplemented with 
a rumpon, a floating fish-aggregating device), in the same territory. The 
latter believed th:tt the gaek.'s powerful lights attracted fish away from 
their rumpon, causing a significant decrease in their catch. In addition, 
the sales of the gaek. fishermen's catch in the local market caused an 
oversupply, and hence a lowering of fish prices, which further diminished 
local fishermen's income. On the verge of a violent confrontation, the 
leaders and representatives of both groups met and negotiated a settlement. 
They agreed to divide the fishing ground into several zones: two zones for 
the exclusive oper:ttion of each group, one zone for both and a no-fishing 
zone. They also defined sanctions for violations of these fishing zones and 
appointed arbiters to make judgements and apply sanctions as required." 
These regulations were made known to both groups and acknowledged by 
the district fisheries office. Thus, these community-initiated solutions were 
given formal weight as the local government was invited to be involved in 
supervising the implementation of the ensuing agreement. 

The way in which the conflict in Sungai Liat was handled offers 
a possible alternative to Indonesia's highly centralised marine resource 
management system. The mismatch between regulations, and between the 
regulations and reality, coupled with the inability of fisheries authorities 
to implement these regulations, were overcome in the Sungai Liat case 
because: 

the regulations were developed . in response to an acrual crisis or 
problem; 
aU parties involved were represented in the drafting of the regulations; 
and 
aU parties appointed, and hence tmsted, their own arbiters to monitor 
the implcmcnmtion of the final agreement. 

Conclusion 

Throughout this chapter, I have tried to demonstrate that the ideology 
of "Wawasan Nusantara", although politically laudable, is problematic if 
it is used as a basis for marine resource management. This is because 
this ideology is not one that is shared in reality by the resource users 
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on land or at sea. Wawasan Nusantara, which was translated through 
various laws and regulations, has resulted in the sea becoming a "free 
for all" site of conflict. Those using superior fishing gear and technology 
have fared much better than less fortunate fishermen who cannot atTord 
to compete. Hence, when conflicts between fishermen occurred, local 
people-usually at a disadvantage due to their use of traditional fishing 
gear and methods-resorted to arguments such as tradition, ethnicity and 
regionalism to lay claim, often violently, over local resources. Thus, they 
opposed those who, often supported by government policies, used more 
advanced fishing technology to encroach upon their resources. Of course, 
such e..xclusivist local claims were in turn considered illegal by fishermen 
who used more sophisticated technology as well as by government officials, 
setting the stage for conflict. 

However, a closer look at these incidents revealed that they were 
not only caused by local opposition to outsider incursions but also by 
confusion caused by inconsistent policies, which were not adapted to 
actual conditions. In addition, government agencies tended to lack the 
resources, ability and power to implement these policies effectively. 
Thus, fishermen had to operate in an open and effectively unregulated 
competition over marine resources. I have also shown how, in one case, 
a fisheries conflict was resolved by the setting up of a self-governing 
marine resource management agreement between the opposing parties. 
Such a community-based or collaborative (co-}management system seems 
to be effective in the peaceful and just resolution of disputes. Indeed, this 
approach may be better not only as a means for resolving local conflicts 
but also for future marine resource management as a whole throughout 
Indonesia. 
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